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- **Treading Through Twilight.** *Anesthesiology*
  Smith, B. R.
  2023

- **Annals Graphic Medicine - Preparing for a Genomic Future.** *Annals of internal medicine*
  Smith, C. J., Smith, B. R.
  2023

- "That Was Terrible": Public Humiliation in Preclinical Education. *Academic medicine: journal of the Association of American Medical Colleges*
  Smith, B. R.
  2023

- **Sunsets.** *JAMA oncology*
  Smith, B. R.
  2023

- **Annals Graphic Medicine - Dependence.** *Annals of internal medicine*
  Smith, B.
  2023: eG220051

- **Matter.** *Palliative & supportive care*
  Smith, B. R.
  2023: 1-2

- **Lost and Found in the ER.** *Academic emergency medicine: official journal of the Society for Academic Emergency Medicine*
  Smith, B. R.
  2023

- **Five visits with Diane.** *Families, systems & health: the journal of collaborative family healthcare*
  Smith, B. R.
  2023; 41 (2): 284-285

- **Celebrating synergy.** *Canadian medical education journal*
  Smith, B. R.
  2023; 14 (3): 361

- **Bearer of bad news.** *Canadian medical education journal*
  Smith, B. R.
  2023; 14 (3): 360

- **My first day in the ER: Should I be worried about.** *Families, systems & health: the journal of collaborative family healthcare*
  Smith, B. R.
  2023; 41 (2): 282
- **Bonfire Abecedarian.** *The Journal of medical humanities*
  Smith, B. R.
  2023

- **Indelible.** *AEM education and training*
  Smith, B. R.
  2023; 7 (2): e10866

- **Falling apart.** *Canadian medical education journal*
  Smith, B. R.
  2023; 14 (2): 181

- **Growth mindset.** *AEM education and training*
  Smith, B. R.
  2023; 7 (2): e10847

- **Keeping UpToDate.** *AEM education and training*
  Smith, B. R.
  2023; 7 (2): e10826

- **Greener Health Care Is a Necessity.** *AMA journal of ethics*
  Smith, B. R.
  2023; 25 (4): E294-298

- **Rheumatology’s Animal Kingdom: A Digital Art Series.** *The Journal of rheumatology*
  Smith, B. R.
  2023

- **Factors of transurethral incision effectiveness for ureteroceles in pediatric patients: A 28-year, single-institution retrospective review.** *Journal of pediatric urology*
  Smith, B. R., Smith, C. J., Sharma, K., Sheth, K. R.
  2023

- **Limbo.** *American journal of kidney diseases : the official journal of the National Kidney Foundation*
  Smith, B. R.
  2023

- **Side effects acrostic.** *Palliative & supportive care*
  Smith, B. R.
  2023: 1

- **Moments That Matter.** *Academic medicine : journal of the Association of American Medical Colleges*
  Smith, B. R.
  2023

- **Sunrise, Sunset** *FAMILY MEDICINE*
  Smith, B. R.
  2023; 55 (1): 59-60

- **In Line.** *American journal of kidney diseases : the official journal of the National Kidney Foundation*
  Smith, B. R.
  2022

- **Rusty and Wooden.** *The Journal of rheumatology*
  Smith, B. R.
  2022; 49 (12): 1398-1399

- **Pulchritudo ex machina: Beauty from the machine.** *Palliative & supportive care*
  Smith, B. R.
  2022: 1-2
• Captive. *Tuberculosis and respiratory diseases*
  Smith, B. R.
  2022

• Worth Bearing in Mind. *Academic medicine : journal of the Association of American Medical Colleges*
  Smith, B. R.
  2022

• Heavy hangs the coat. *AEM education and training*
  Smith, B. R.
  2022; 6 (5): e10807

• From books to bedsides *AEM EDUCATION AND TRAINING*
  Smith, B. R.
  2022; 6 (5): e10811

• Deluge. *Journal of the American Geriatrics Society*
  Smith, B. R.
  2022

• Bedbound *PALLIATIVE & SUPPORTIVE CARE*
  Smith, B. R.
  2022

• Safety Net. *Academic emergency medicine : official journal of the Society for Academic Emergency Medicine*
  Smith, B. R.
  2022

• Code. *Academic emergency medicine : official journal of the Society for Academic Emergency Medicine*
  Smith, B. R.
  2022

• On a scale from one to ten. *Palliative & supportive care*
  Smith, B. R.
  2022: 1

• Induction. *Anesthesiology*
  Smith, B. R.
  2022

• Letter from a medical oncology scribe *Palliative & Supportive Care*
  Smith, B. R.
  2022

• On Diction. *JAMA oncology*
  Smith, B. R.
  2021

• High-Parametric Evaluation of Human Invariant Natural Killer T Cells to Delineate Heterogeneity in Allo- and Autoimmunity. *Blood*
  2020